Canvas: LTI Tools

Summary

Use this article to find links to the currently available LTI Tools for Canvas. LTI stands for Learning Tools Interoperability and is an integration standard for third party tools. Canvas supports LTI which allows third party tools to be easily integrated and used within Canvas to provide additional features.

Canvas App Center (External LTI Tools)

Use the links below for more information on the noted LTI tool:

- Canvas: Adding Warpwire LTI
- Canvas: Add MobLab LTI to SOM Sub-Account
- Canvas: Accessing MobLab LTI
- Canvas: MobLab License Assignment
- Canvas: ClassesV2 Archive Conversion to Canvas Friendly URLs
- Canvas: GNAM Roster LTI Settings
- External App Request form: https://canvas.yale.edu/requests/external-app-request
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